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COMMENTS
IMPLIED REPEAL OF THE SHERMAN
ACT VIA THE WILLIAMS ACT:
FINNEGAN v. CAMPEAU CORP.
The Sherman Act' was enacted in 1890 to prevent restraints of
trade and to promote a competitive market environment.2 Due to
their harmful effects on trade and the market, naked restraints of
trade such as price fixings are per se violative of the Sherman Act.4
1 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1988). The Sherman Act provides: "every contract, combination .... or
conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign na-
tions, is hereby declared to be illegal." Id.
2 See Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v. United States, 175 U.S. 211, 234 (1899) ("if private
contracts when entered into do directly interfere with and regulate interstate commerce,
Congress had power to condemn them"); Northern Sec. Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197,
331 (1904) (antitrust law embodied in Sherman Act "embraces all direct restraints imposed
by any combination, conspiracy or monopoly") (emphasis added); see also Southern Motor
Carriers Rate Conf., Inc. v. United States, 471 U.S. 48, 61 (1985) (goal of antitrust law is
"unfettered competition in the market place"); Reiter v. Sonotone Corp., 442 U.S. 330, 342
(1979) (antitrust laws designed to ensure competitive policy in all markets); United States v.
Topco Assocs., 405 U.S. 596, 610 (1972) (Sherman Act basic to individual freedom); Carna-
tion Co. v. Pacific Westbound Conf., 383 U.S. 213, 218 (1966) (basic position found in cases
is that "antitrust laws represent a fundamental national economic policy"); see generally
Ratner, Using Currie's Interest Analysis to Resolve Conflicts Between State Regulation
and the Sherman Act, 30 WMi. & MARY L. REv. 705, 751 (1989) (Sherman Act broadly
construed).
2 See United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 223 (1940) (per se illegal
price fixing exists when group of competitors band together for purpose of "depressing, fix-
ing, pegging or stabilizing the price of a commodity"); see also United States v. Trans-Mis-
souri Freight Ass'n, 166 U.S. 290, 342 (1897) (price fixing agreement illegal regardless of
reasonableness). See generally T. VAKERIcs, ANTITRUST BASICS § 4.02 (1990) (price fixing in
both vertical and horizontal context per se violative of Sherman Act).
Agreements to buy at a certain price are also per se illegal. See Mandeville Island
Farms, Inc. v. American Crystal Sugar Co., 334 U.S. 219, 242 (1948) ("agreement among the
refiners to pay uniform prices for beets" fell "squarely within the Sherman Act's prohibi-
tions"). It therefore appears axiomatic that bid rigging through bidding arrangements
among competitors is per se violative of antitrust law. See, e.g., National Soc'y of Profes-
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The Williams Act5 was enacted in 1968 primarily to protect share-
holders by empowering the Securities Exchange Commission
("SEC") to require certain disclosures in connection with tender
sional Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 692-93 (1978) (holding "agreement among com-
petitors to refuse to discuss prices with potential customers until after negotiations have
resulted in the initial selection of an engineer" per se illegal); United States v. Young Bros.,
Inc., 728 F.2d 682, 689 (5th Cir.) (rigged bids among competitors per se illegal), cert. denied,
469 U.S. 881 (1984).
" See Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting Sys., 441 U.S. 1, 8 (1979) (agree-
ments deemed per se illegal when so "plainly anticompetitive" that illegality may be pre-
sumed without further analysis). Due to their adverse impact upon competition and their
lack of societal or economic value, transactions which are per se illegal "are conclusively
presumed to be unreasonable and ... illegal" without examination into the specific harm
they have caused or the reason for their use. Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1,
5 (1958).
5 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(d)-(e), 78n(d)-(f) (1988). The Williams Act requires any shareholder
who acquires more than 5% of certain equity securities to file a disclosure statement with
theSEC. Id. § 78m(d). The items of information that must be disclosed include: the identity
of the purchaser; the source and amount of funds used to acquire the shares; the extent of
the purchaser's interest in the target entity; and the purchaser's plans with respect to the
target. Id. § 78m(d)(1)(A)-(E).
Prior to 1968, tender offers were not subject to federal disclosure requirements. See
Piper v. Chris-Craft Indus., 430 U.S. 1, 22-23, 37 (1977). The Williams Act was enacted to
close this loophole by "subject[ing] tender offerors to advance disclosure requirements." Id.
at 22. Besides disclosure requirements, the Williams Act also confers benefits upon share-
holders who elect to tender their stock, such as the right to withdraw their shares within a
specified time period. Id. at 23. Additionally, the Williams Act includes an antifraud provi-
sion which makes it unlawful to falsify or omit any material fact in connection with a tender
offer. Id. at 24; see generally Johnson & Millon, Misreading the Williams Act, 87 MICH. L.
REV. 1862, 1889-1903 (1989) (discussing purpose, history and status of Williams Act).
I See Chris-Craft, 430 U.S. at 26 (citing 113 CONG. REc. 854 (1967) (statement of Sen.
Williams)) (Williams Act designed to protect investor by requiring disclosure in area which
securities law had not covered in past). The goal of the Williams Act is to provide investors
with the information necessary to make an enlightened decision in responding to a tender
offer. See Rondeau v. Mosinee Paper Corp., 422 U.S. 49, 58 (1975). The Williams Act is
designed "solely to require full and fair disclosure for the benefit of investors." Schreiber v.
Burlington Northern, Inc., 472 U.S. 1, 9 (1984) (citing 113 CONG. REc. 24,644 (1967)). The
Court in Schreiber noted that the Williams Act would simultaneously provide a neutral
setting for management and bidders. Id. The Second Circuit, in Finnegan v. Campeau
Corp., 915 F.2d 824 (2d Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 1624 (1991), also found that the
Williams Act is of limited scope when it recognized that "the SEC is only empowered to
regulate in the area of disclosure." Id. at 831; see also Schreiber, 472 U.S. at 6 (rejecting
"petitioner's interpretation [which] relies on the belief that section 14(e) [of Williams Act]
is directed at purposes broader than providing full and true information to investors").
The thrust of the Williams Act is shareholder protection. See Chris-Craft, 430 U.S. at
27 (quoting testimony of SEC Chairman Manuel Cohen before Senate Subcommittee on
Securities) ("principal point is that we are not concerned with assisting or hurting either"
management or bidders, but rather "[w]e are concerned with the investor") (emphasis in
original); cf. Rainey, State Regulation of Tender Offers Reexamined, 19 TULSA L.J. 225,
230-31 (1983) (twofold purpose of Williams Act is shareholder protection and neutrality).
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offers.7 The objective of the Williams Act is to encourage "full dis-
closure without otherwise changing the balance in the market for
corporate control."8 In implementing this objective, however,
courts should balance it against the objective of unrestrained com-
petition underlying antitrust law.9
Occasionally, Congress expressly immunizes a regulatory
scheme from antitrust laws such as the Sherman Act.10 To prevent
the evisceration of regulatory power,"' such immunity has also
been inferred under the doctrine of implied immunity. 12 However,
because of the strong policies underlying the antitrust laws, the
implied immunity doctrine has traditionally been invoked solely in
7 See Note, The Developing Meaning of "Tender Offer" Under the Security Exchange
Act of 1934, 86 HARv. L. REV. 1250, 1251 (1973) (defining "tender offer"). The "tender offer"
is a technique used to acquire securities of a corporation for either corporate control or
investment. Id. at 1253. The tender offer consists of a public solicitation to the shareholders
of the target corporation to sell their shares at a specified price. See id. at 1251; see also
Note, Expanding the Horizon of the Williams Act: State Antitakeover Laws in the After-
math of CTS Corp. v. Dynamics Corp. of America, 34 WAYNE L. REV. 1419, 1420-24 (1988)
(discussing Williams Act and its application to tender offers).
Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 825.
9 Id. at 825-26.
10 See, e.g., Hughes Tool Co. v. Trans World Airlines, 409 U.S. 363, 389 (1973) (ex-
pressly immunizing certain sections of Federal Aviation Act from antitrust laws); Pan Am.
World Airways v. United States, 371 U.S. 296, 309-10 (1963) (expressly immunizing certain
section of Civil Aeronautics Act from antitrust laws).
"' See Silver v. New York Stock Exch., 373 U.S. 341, 360-61 (1963) (discussing
problems created by evisceration of regulatory power). Silver was the first Supreme Court
case to consider implied immunity in the securities field. See id. (discussing implied immu-
nity in securities field). The Silver Court held that implied repeal could be found in in-
stances where there was irreconcilable incompatibility between a regulatory objective and
antitrust policy. Id. at 358. However, the preferred approach is to reconcile the operation of
both statutory schemes with one another. Id. at 357.
12 See United States v. Radio Corp. of Am., 358 U.S. 334, 338, 346-52 (1959) (discussing
whether regulatory scheme entrusted to FCC was impliedly immunized from Sherman Act).
Radio Corp. was one of the first cases in which the United States Supreme Court addressed
the implementation of implied immunity. See Comment, The Antitrust Immunity Doctrine
and United States v. National Association of Securities Dealers: Stepping on Otter Tail, 28
HASTINGs L.J. 387, 398 (1976). In Radio Corp., the defendant asserted that due to the perva-
sive regulatory power vested in the FCC, the Sherman Act was impliedly repealed. 358 U.S.
at 338. However, the Court found that the statute by which the FCC derived its power
contemplated antitrust claims. See id. at 344-45. But see City of Lafayette v. Louisiana
Power & Light Co., 435 U.S. 389, 399 (1978) (strong presumption "against implied exclu-
sions from coverage of the antitrust laws"); Abbott Laboratories v. Portland Retail Druggist
Ass'n, 425 U.S. 1, 12 (1976) (antitrust immunity is strongly disfavored whether it be express
or implied); Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, 421 U.S. 773, 787 (1975) ("cases have repeatedly
established that there is a heavy presumption against implicit exemptions" from antitrust
laws); Eskridge, Public Values in Statutory Interpretation, 137 U. PA. L. REV. 1007, 1048
(1989) (strong presumption against finding exemption from antitrust laws).
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cases involving "a pervasive regulatory scheme" 13 or "plain repug-
nancy between antitrust and regulatory provisions. ' 14 Recently,
however, in Finnegan v. Campeau Corp.,'15 the Second Circuit in-
voked the implied immunity doctrine in concluding that the Wil-
liams Act impliedly repealed the Sherman Act with respect to con-
spiratorial bidding in takeover attempts.16
The dispute in Finnegan arose in March of 1988, when Feder-
ated Department Stores, Inc. ("Federated") became a takeover tar-
get in a tender offer battle between two rival bidders, Campeau
Corp. ("Campeau") and R.H. Macy & Co., Inc. ("Macy's").'7 In
April, after numerous escalating bids, Macy's offered $75.51 per
share for the Federated stock'8 under the mistaken belief that
Campeau had previously bid $75.50.19 However, in an attempt to
avoid the economic disadvantages of a bidding war, the bidders en-
tered into an agreement whereby Macy's withdrew its latest bid
allowing Campeau to acquire control of Federated at Campeau's
earlier bid of $73.50 per share.2 0 In return, Campeau paid Macy's
$60 million to cover investment banking and legal expenses and
allowed Macy's to purchase two divisions of Federated." By ac-
quiring the Federated stock at its earlier bid, Campeau paid $172
million less than Macy's bid would have totalled.22 Alleging that
the agreement was a conspiracy in restraint of trade, and therefore
a violation of section 1 of the Sherman Act, a group of Federated
shareholders brought suit against Campeau and Macy's in the
United States v. RCA, 358 U.S. 334, 351 (1959).
'4 See United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 351 (1963); see also
California v. Federal Power Comm'n, 369 U.S. 482, 485 (1962) (noting canon of construction
"that '[i]mmunity from the antitrust laws is not lightly implied' "). The Court in Philadel-
phia Nat'l Bank refused to find activity covered by the Bank Merger Act of 1960 exempt
from antitrust review. Id. at 350; see also Louisiana Power, 435 U.S. at 408 (rejecting argu-
ment that local governments are impliedly excluded from federal antitrust laws). But see
Eastern R.R. Presidents Conf. v. Noerr Motor Freight Inc., 365 U.S. 127, 136 (1961) (lobby-
ing efforts impliedly exempt from Sherman Act).
11 915 F.2d 824 (2d Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 1624 (1991).
16 Id. at 832.
17 See id. at 826.
See N.Y. Times, Apr. 1, 1988, at D3, col. 4. The bid consisted of $75.14 in addition to
an upcoming dividend of $.37. Id.
" See id.
20 Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 826.
21 Id.
22 See N.Y. Times, Apr. 2, 1988, at 33, col. 5. The $172 million figure was calculated by
multiplying the two dollar difference ($75.51 less $73.50) against the number of outstanding
shares (approximately 86 million). See id.
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United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York.23
Macy's moved to dismiss the complaint for failure to state a
claim upon which relief could be granted.24 The Southern District
granted the motion reasoning that: (1) plaintiffs, as shareholders of
a target company in a tender offer contest, did not have standing
under the antitrust laws;25 (2) antitrust law did not apply to the
market for corporate control because a tender offer does not in-
volve "trade or commerce" as required under the Sherman Act;
26
and (3) due to inconsistent provisions, the Williams Act impliedly
immunized tender offer transactions from the antitrust laws.
On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit affirmed the dismissal, but did not adopt the reasoning of
the Southern District.28 Writing for the court, Judge Cardamone
first recognized that the plaintiffs, as shareholders of Federated,
had standing under the antitrust laws.29 Second, he rejected the
23 See Finnegan v. Campeau Corp., 722 F. Supp. 1114, 1115 (S.D.N.Y. 1989), aff'd, 915
F.2d 824 (2d Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 1624 (1991). Similarly situated shareholders
have unsuccessfully tried other actions. See, e.g., Hecco Ventures v. Sea-Land Corp., No.
8486, slip op. at 5 (Del. Ch. May 19, 1986) (illegal conspiracy).
24 Finnegan, 722 F. Supp. at 1118.
25 Id.
26 Id.; see also Bucher v. Shumway, 452 F. Supp. 1288, 1291 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (agree-
ment to fix price for shares tendered not actionable under Sherman Act), aff'd, 622 F.2d
572, 572 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 841 (1980). In Bucher, the Southern District of
New York adopted a constricted reading of "trade or commerce" by relying on dicta from
Apex Hosiery Co. v. Leader, 310 U.S. 469, 495 (1930), where the Supreme Court concluded
that the Sherman Act applied to "commercial competition in the marketing for goods or
services." Bucher, 452 F. Supp. at 1290; see also Kalmanovitz v. G. Heileman Brewing Co.,
769 F.2d 152, 158 (3d Cir. 1985) (agreement to fix price of stock by bidders under tender
offer not actionable under Sherman Act). But see Rothberg v. National Banner Corp., 259 F.
Supp. 414, 416 (E.D. Pa. 1966) (attempt to corner market of single stock actionable under
antitrust laws).
27 See Finnegan, 722 F. Supp. at 1118. The Finnegan court adopted the approach
taken by the Seventh Circuit in dealing with the conflict between securities and antitrust
law. Id. The Seventh Circuit position is that the treble damages provision of the Sherman
Act cannot coexist with securities law because the latter expressly authorizes only "out-of-
pocket damages." See Schaefer v. First Nat'l Bank of Lincolnwood, 326 F. Supp. 1186, 1192
(N.D. IMI. 1970), aff'd, 509 F.2d 1287, 1299-1300 (7th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 943
(1976). But see Strobl v. New York Mercantile Exch., 768 F.2d 22, 30-31 (2d Cir.) (expressly
rejecting implied repeal based on "inconsistent remedy" rationale), cert. denied sub nom.
Simplot v. Strobl, 474 U.S. 1006 (1985); see also Comment, Conduct Forbidden Under Com-
modities Exchange Act Is Not Implicitly Exempt from Scrutiny Under the Antitrust
Laws, 20 SUFFOLK U.L. REV. 673 passim (1986) (discussing Strobl and implied repeal).
29 Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 827-28.
11 Id. at 827. Section 4 of the Clayton Act grants standing to "any person who [is]
injured in his business or property by reason of anything forbidden in the antitrust laws."
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Southern District's argument that the Sherman Act was limited to
"trade and commerce" in tangible "goods" and concluded that, ab-
sent immunity, the market for corporate control was ordinarily
within the ambit of the antitrust laws. 30 Finally, although he
agreed that the tender offer transaction was impliedly immune
from the antitrust laws, Judge Cardamone's basis for this conclu-
sion differed from that of the Southern District.31  Judge
Cardamone noted the power of the SEC to require disclosure of
bidding arrangements and inferred that bidding arrangements,
such as the agreement between Macy's and Campeau, were con-
templated by the SEC.3 2 He further reasoned that section 14(e) of
the Williams Act, which provides the SEC with authority to "pre-
scribe means reasonably designed to prevent such acts and prac-
tices as are fraudulent, deceptive, or manipulative, '' 3 vested the
SEC with the exclusive power to protect shareholders.3 4 Lastly,
Judge Cardamone emphasized that if the Sherman Act could be
used to thwart the efforts of prospective suitors, the precarious
balance of power in corporate auctions would tip in favor of incum-
bent management.35
The implied revocation of the Sherman Act by the Williams
Act in Finnegan substantially expands immunity from the Sher-
man Act. This Comment will assert that any expansion of immu-
15 U.S.C. § 15 (1988).
30 Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 827-28. Based on language in Apex Hosiery concerning "goods
and services," Apex Hosiery, 310 U.S. at 493, some courts concluded that "a share of stock
is not an item of goods." Bucher, 452 F. Supp. at 1290. The Second Circuit in Finnegan,
however, held that "this isolated statement in Apex Hosiery has been misperceived." Finne-
gan, 915 F.2d at 827. According to the Second Circuit, "the Supreme Court meant the term
'goods' to be viewed in the broader sense." Id. (citing United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., 310 U.S. 150, 223 (1940)); see also United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S.
321, 368 (1963) (applying antitrust laws to "intangibles of credit and services"); Strobl, 768
F.2d at 24 (applying antitrust laws to contracts in commodities futures).
" Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 828. The Southern District applied the rationale that single
damages were irreconcilably inconsistent with treble damages. Id. Since this rationale had
been expressly rejected in Strobl, the Second Circuit concluded that there was no need to
"revisit this ground for implicit revocation of the antitrust laws." Id.
32 See id. at 829. Additionally, the Second Circuit concluded that Congress contem-
plated bidding agreements in section 14(d)(2) of the Williams Act, which states that
"[w]hen two or more persons act as a partnership ... or other group .. . [they] shall be
deemed a 'person'" within the Act. Id. at 829-30 (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 78n(d)(2) (1988)).
" 15 U.S.C. § 78n(e) (1988).
" See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 831 (since "SEC has the power to regulate bidders' agree-
ments under § 14(e) .... to permit an antitrust suit to lie against joint takeover bidders
would conflict with the proper functioning of the securities laws").
" Id. at 832.
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nity is unwarranted primarily for three reasons: (1) implied con-
templation of bidding arrangements alone is insufficient to confer
immunity; (2) any supposed conflict or inconsistency between the
antitrust laws and the Williams Act is misperceived because the
SEC's power is limited to disclosure; and (3) shareholder protec-
tion, the sole purpose of the Williams Act, is compromised due to
excessive concern with neutrality among bidders and incumbent
management. In addition, by establishing that the Williams Act
does not preempt most state antitakeover legislation, this Com-
ment will conclude, by analogy, that the Act does not immunize
tender offer bidding arrangements from the antitrust laws.
I. CONGRESSIONAL CONTEMPLATION OF BIDDING AGREEMENTS
In Silver v. New York Stock Exchange,6 the United States
Supreme Court determined that the antitrust and securities laws
could coexist provided that the imposition of the former did not
render the workings of the latter ineffectual." In Finnegan, the
Second Circuit inferred that the Williams Act "contemplate[s]
agreements between bidders" ' because under section 14(d)(2)
"partnership[s] . . . [and] other group[s]" are persons within the
Act3 9 and therefore found the antitrust laws inapplicable to bid-
ding agreements in the takeover context.4" However, the mere con-
templation of bidding arrangements4' does not justify preclusion of
antitrust law.42 Moreover, even when regulatory bodies have been
38 373 U.S. 341 (1963).
' Id. at 357. The Court in Silver noted that without an express grant of immunity,
implied repeal would be found "only if necessary to make the... Act work, and even then
only to the minimum extent necessary." Id. See generally Note, The Application of Anti-
trust Laws to the Securities Industry, 30 Wm. & MARY L. REV. 136, 152-68 (1968) (discuss-
ing impact of Silver on implied revocation in securities context).
Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 829.
" 15 U.S.C. § 78n(d)(2) (198); see also Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 829-30. The Finnegan
court added that the language of the Williams Act indicates an intent to allow such bidding
arrangements. Id. But see Gordon v. New York Stock Exch., 422 U.S. 659, 691-92 (1975)
(Douglas, J., concurring) ("mere existence of a statutory power of review by the SEC ...
cannot justify immuni[ty]"); id. at 692 (Stewart, J., concurring) ("Court has never held, and
does not hold today, that the antitrust laws are inapplicable to anticompetitive conduct
simply because a federal agency has jurisdiction over the activities [in question]").
See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 832.
41 See id. at 829. The court in Finnegan found that since bidding arrangements were
required to be disclosed under Item 7 of Schedule 14D-1, the SEC had contemplated the
existence of collusive bidding. Id.
41 See California v. Federal Power Comm'n, 369 U.S. 482, 489 (1962) (acquisition with
FPC approval no bar to antitrust attack); see also United States v. National Ass'n of Sec.
1991] .971
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empowered to approve a particular activity, such a grant of author-
ity does not create a license to immunize such activity from the
antitrust laws.43 Immunity from the antitrust laws should be im-
plied only when Congress has granted power to a regulatory agency
to consider antitrust implications. 44 In finding implied immunity,
the Finnegan court noted that once the existence of a bidding ar-
rangement has been disclosed, the sole purpose of the Williams
Act (to protect investors) has been fulfilled.45 However, since the
SEC does not examine whether a bidding arrangement comports
with antitrust prohibitions, it is apparent that the SEC's authority
does not rise to the level required for implied immunity.46
Dealers, 422 U.S. 694, 719 (1975) (immunity from antitrust is "strongly disfavored"); United
States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Ass'n, 322 U.S. 533, 561 (1944) ("if exceptions are to
be written into the [Sherman] Act, they must come from the Congress, not this Court").
43 See, e.g., United States v. Radio Corp., 358 U.S. 334, 350-51 (1959) (FCC-approved
merger still subject to antitrust review). The permeability of the regulatory structure is il-
lustrated in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366, 374-75 (1973), where the
Supreme Court held that the Federal Power Commission's ability to require power connec-
tions did not give an electric power company immunity from the antitrust laws for refusing
to sell electric power to certain municipal corporations in restraint of trade. See id.; see also
Popper, The Antitrust System: An Impediment to the Development of Negotiation Mod-
els, 32 AM. U.L. REv. 283, 325-27 (1983) (general regulation of industry together with im-
plicit contemplation not enough to confer immunity).
" See National Ass'n of Sec. Dealers, 422 U.S. at 744 (White, J., dissenting).
It would be incredible even to suggest that Congress intended to give participants
in the mutual-fund industry, individually or collectively, carte blanche authority
to impose whatever restrictions were thought desirable and without regard to the
policies of the antitrust laws. The majority does not contend otherwise and rests
its case [solely] on the power which it finds in the Commission to approve, or fail
to disapprove, the practices challenged here and to immunize them from antitrust
scrutiny.
Id. (White, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
" See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 830.
'" See United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 350 (1963). The Su-
preme Court has noted that even in instances where a regulatory agency has authorized
behavior with regard to "public interest, convenience and necessity," antitrust law is not
superseded. See id.; Radio Corp., 358 U.S. at 351; see also Comment, supra note 12, at 423
(regulatory concern with competitive conduct not preclusive of antitrust law). Even in in-
stances of express statutory exemption from antitrust law, see Group Life & Health Ins., Co.
v. Royal Drug Co., 440 U.S. 205, 231 (1979), courts narrowly construe such immunity in
order to limit regulatory independence. See FMC v. Seatrain Lines, Inc., 411 U.S. 726, 733
(1973). The Court in Seatrain found that the Federal Maritime Commission's express im-
munity with respect to agreements "controlling, regulating and preventing" or destroying
competition did not extend to FMC-approved mergers. Id. at 734. As evidenced in the
transportation industry, however, the Court has deferred to express grants of immunity.
See, e.g., Hughes Tool Co. v. Trans World Airlines, 409 U.S. 363, 389 (1973) (Civil Aeronau-
tics Board authorized transfer of air carrier exempt from antitrust law pursuant to statutory
power); Pan Am. World Airways v. United States, 371 U.S. 296, 312 (1963) (express immu-
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Furthermore, the Finnegan court did not attempt to distin-
guish between collusive bidding arrangements formulated prior to
the tender offer and those entered into among bidders during the
auction.47 Groups formed prior to a tender offer are analyzed under
the "rule of reason," which inquires "whether the challenged
agreement is one that promotes competition or one that suppresses
competition. ' 48 Under the rule of reason, antitrust law will apply
only where the anticompetitive effects of the bidding arrangement
outweigh its procompetitive effects.49 However, agreements that
are so "plainly anticompetitive" that their illegality may be pre-
sumed are deemed per se illegal.50 Therefore, arrangements among
competing bidders made with the purpose of ending the auction
process are distinguishable because they are presumptively an-
nity vested in Civil Aeronautics Board applies to approval of routes, territories, and affilia-
tions). But cf. Hughes Tool, 409 U.S. at 397 (Burger, C.J., dissenting) (scope of immuniza-
tion should be determined by Civil Aeronautics Board's ability to account for competitive
aspects in implementing its control); E. KINTNER, AN ANTITRUST PRIMER 125 (2d ed. 1973)
(discussing Capper-Volstead Act providing express immunity to agricultural industry).
Furthermore, the Finnegan court made no attempt to distinguish between bidding
agreements formulated before and after tender. See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 830. The Finne-
gan court noted only the lack of differentiation on the part of Congress and the SEC with
regard to when formation occurred and concluded that as a result the distinction was irrele-
vant. Id. This distinction, although ostensibly relating only to time of formation, forms the
basis between the "rule of reason" and per se application of the antitrust laws. See supra
notes 3-4 (discussing per se illegal practices). Under the per se analysis, agreements among
competing bidders made with the purpose of ending the auction process would be presump-
tively illegal. Id. Conversely, under the "rule of reason," such agreements would be analyzed
in light of their pro and anticompetitive effects; see A. STcKELLS, FEDERAL CONTROL OF
BUSINESS §§ 39-40 (1972). See generally Brunette & Sweeney, Integrating Antitrust Proce-
dure and Substance After Northwest Wholesale Stationers: Evolving Antitrust Approaches
to Pleadings, Burden of Proof & Boycotts, 72 VA. L. REV. 1015 passim (1986) (discussing
post-Silver rule of reason and per se approaches); Bork, The Rule of Reason and the Per Se
Concept: Price Fixing and Market Division (pts 1 & 2), 74 YALE L.J. 775 passim (1965)
(discussing rule of reason and per se concepts); 75 YALE L.J. 373 (1966) (same).
"I See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 830. Finnegan contended that the word "group" in section
14(d)(2) applied only to agreements formulated "prior to engaging in a contest for control of
a target company, not agreements made by rival bidders during the bidding process such as
was the case here." Id. The Second Circuit rejected this argument "because neither the
Williams Act nor the SEC regulations make [this] distinction" and "joint bids are not that
uncommon." Id.
" National Soc'y of Professional Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 691 (1978); see
generally A. STIcKELLS, supra note.46 §§ 39-40 (discussing rule of reason).
" See United States v. Morgan, 118 F. Supp. 621, 699 (S.D.N.Y. 1953). The mere form-
ing of bidding groups prior to the auction is not per se violative of antitrust law, but such
arrangements may violate antitrust law if they amount to unlawful suppression of competi-
tion. See id.
11 Broadcast Music, Inc. v. CBS, 441 U.S. 1, 8 (1979).
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ticompetitive under the per se rule.51
II. THE ANTIFRAUD POWER OF THE SEC
Drawing further from the language of the Williams Act, the
Finnegan court commented that section 14(e), which provides the
SEC with authority to promote regulations "designed to prevent,
such acts and practices as are fraudulent, deceptive, or manipula-
tive, conflicted with the Sherman Act.53 However, this perceived
incompatibility between section 14(e) and the Sherman Act is un-
dermined by recognizing that disclosure is the only means by
which Congress sought to protect target shareholders under the
Williams Act.5 4 Since the SEC's authority extends solely to issues
related to disclosure, and it is not empowered to protect competi-
tion affirmatively, the Sherman Act can function without impeding
the SEC's authority.5 Nevertheless, the Second Circuit in Finne-
gan held that the Sherman Act would interfere with the SEC's
ability to passively accept bidding agreements by failing to invoke
the section 14(e) antifraud provision .5 This position is flawed be-
cause, as the Finnegan court conceded, the SEC may not.intercede
in substantive matters.57 Therefore, since the SEC lacks the requi-
site authority to prescribe means beyond disclosure, the supervi-
, See, e.g., United States v. Young Bros., 728 F.2d 682, 689 (5th Cir.) (rigged bids
among competitors per se illegal), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 881 (1984).
52 15 U.S.C. § 78n(e) (1988).
See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 830; see also Gordon v. New York Stock Exch., 422 U.S.
659, 689 (1975) ("[i]f antitrust courts were to impose different standards or requirements,
the exchanges might find themselves unable to proceed without violation of the mandate of
the courts or of the SEC"). In Gordon, the Court held that implied repeal was warranted
because the antitrust laws would excessively hinder the SEC's statutory authority to set
commission rates. See id. at 690-91.
" See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 830.
"5 See id.; see also Rock, Antitrust and the Market for Corporate Control, 77 CALIF. L.
REV. 1365, 1386 (1989) (SEC's disclosure-oriented power not in conflict with Sherman Act).
58 See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 831.
s See id. at 830. The Court in Finnegan noted that section 14(e) of the Williams Act
empowers the SEC only to the extent that such exercise is rooted in disclosure. See id.
(citing Schreiber v. Burlington N., Inc., 472 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1985) ("[n]owhere in the legisla-
tive history is there the slightest suggestion that § 14(e) serves any purpose other than dis-
closure")). The remedy provision in section 14(e) has not been read to include intervention
into the "substantive fairness of tender offers." Id. (quoting Schreiber, 472 U.S. at 11-12).
Therefore, the intervention of antitrust law into issues of substantive fairness exists wholly
apart from the power vested in the SEC to define and prohibit fraudulent, deceptive or
manipulative practices. 15 U.S.C. § 78n(e) (1988); cf. Georgia v. Pennsylvania R.R., 324 U.S.
439, 455 (1945) (conspiracy to fix rates not exempt from antitrust law because federal
agency had no power to grant relief).
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sory role it plays does not in conflict with antitrust laws.58
Pursuant to section 14(e) of the Williams Act, the SEC has
promulgated a series of related rules,59 the most recent being the
"all holders rule."8 0 In Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co.,61 the
Delaware Supreme Court permitted the board of directors of a
takeover target to institute a "selective tender offer" by which the
company extended a tender offer for its own shares to all its share-
holders except the hostile bidder.6 2 In response to Unocal, which
threatened shareholders' rights to the benefits of a tender offer,
the SEC promulgated the "all holders rule," which requires that all
tender offers be nonexclusive 3 This unprecedented step by the
SEC was criticized on the ground that it extended beyond the
scope of section 14(e) because of its attenuated ties to disclosure.6 4
Despite the criticism, the "all holders rule" has been endorsed as a
valid exercise of the SEC's power under section 14(e).6 5 However,
due to vigorous opposition to the "all holders rule," it now appears
to demarcate the outer reach of the SEC's power under section
14(e). 6  Accordingly, the SEC has no power to regulate anticompe-
titive activity under the Williams Act beyond the antifraud provi-
sion of section 14(e).6 Since SEC intervention into conspiratorial
11 See Gordon v. New York Stock Exch., 422 U.S. 659, 692 (1975) (Douglas, J., concur-
ring) (implied immunity is warranted only "if the SEC is actively and aggressively exercis-
ing its powers of review and approval").
51 These include: the "hold open period," see Rule 14e-l(a), 17 C.F.R. § 240.14e-l(a)
(1990) (requiring tender offers to remain open for minimum of 20 days in order to prevent
coercion of investors); withdrawal rights, see 15 U.S.C. § 78n(d)(5) (1988); 17 C.F.R.
§ 240.14d-7 (1989) (enabling shareholder to withdraw within 15 days of tender offer or in
event shares not purchased within 60 days); pro-rata requirements, see 15 U.S.C.
§ 78n(d)(6) (1988); 17 C.F.R. § 240.14d-8 (1989)(requiring total number of shares tendered
to be prorated in event of oversubscription); and best price protection, see 15 U.S.C.
§ 78n(d)(7) (1988); 17 C.F.R. § 240.14d-8 (1988) (providing for all shareholders to receive
highest price offered by the tendering party).
60 17 C.F.R. § 240d-10(a)(1) (1989). The "all holders rule" provides that tender offers
must be extended to all holders of the class of securities to be tendered. Id.
61 493 A.2d 946 (Del. 1985).
62 Id. at 958-59. The court noted that the offer was made "in good faith and upon a
reasonable investigation pursuant to a clear duty to protect the corporate enterprise." Id. at
958.
" See Rock, supra note 55, at 1398 (discussing "all holders rule").
See id. at 1397-98 (citing Unocal Corp. v. Pickens, 608 F. Supp. 1081, 1082-83 (C.D.
Cal. 1985)).
'6 See Polaroid Corp. v. Disney, 862 F.2d 987, 995 (3d Cir. 1988).
66 See Rock, supra note 55, at 1398 (noting tenuous ground on which "all holders rule"
rests).
67 See supra notes 46-52 and accompanying text (discussing misperceived conflict be-
tween antifraud provision of Williams Act and antitrust laws).'
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bidding arrangements is beyond any procedural powers vested in
the SEC by section 14(e), the Sherman Act can coexist with the
Williams Act. 8
III. INVESTOR PROTECTION AND NEUTRALITY
Finally, the Finnegan court reasoned that applying antitrust
laws to tender offers would upset the equilibrium of neutrality
among bidders, shareholders and management that the Williams
Act seeks to achieve. 9 Congress drafted the Williams Act as a neu-
tral bill 0 because it recognized that a statute which favored man-
agement would discourage desired takeover activity to the detri-
ment of shareholders.7 1  Unfortunately, the Finnegan court's
concern over neutrality is misplaced because it overlooks what is
perhaps the heart of the Williams Act-protection of the inves-
tor.7 2 Thus, the supremacy of shareholder protection over neutral-
6 See Rock, supra note 55, at 1399.
" See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 832. The Second Circuit found that the allowance of anti-
trust suits would discourage takeover activity. See id. at 831. The Finnegan court concluded
that diminishing the amount of takeover activity would benefit management by solidifying
their entrenchment, therefore tipping the balance unfavorably against prospective bidders.
See id. But see infra note 72 (noting concern for shareholder well-being superior to concern
for neutrality).
70 See Finnegan, 915 F.2d at 831-32. In the legislative history of the Williams Act, Sen-
ator Williams noted:
I have taken extreme care with this legislation to balance the scales equally to
protect the legitimate interest of the corporation, management, and shareholders
without unduly impeding cash takeover bids. Every effort has been made to avoid
tipping the balance of regulatory burden in favor of management or in favor of the
offeror. The purpose of this bill is to require full and fair disclosure for the benefit
of stockholders while at the same time providing the offeror and management
equal time to present their case.
113 CONG. REC. 854-55 (1967) (statement of Sen. Williams); see also McIntosh, State Regu-
lation of Tender Offers: Legislating Within the Constitutional Framework, 54 FORDHAM L.
REV. 885, 889 (1986) (noting federal policy of neutrality between bidders and management).
71 See Polaroid Corp. v. Disney, 862 F.2d 987, 1006 (3d Cir. 1988) (discussing congres-
sional recognition of benefits of takeovers); see also Manne, Mergers and the Market for
Corporate Control, 73 J. POL. ECON. 110 passim (1965) (discussing benefits of takeovers).
Professor Manne advocated takeover activity as a means to achieve efficiency; he reasoned
that management complacency would be diminished if checked by impending takeovers. Id.
The theory behind allowing unhindered takeover activity rests on the proposition that the
capital markets will tend to value a corporation based on its management's performance. Id.
Therefore, in the event of inefficient management, the value of the stock declines, making
the corporation attractive to those who can put it in the hands of efficient management and
thereby realize a gain. Id.; see also Johnson & Millon, supra note 5, at 1892 (discussing
M anne's theory and benefits of takeovers); Manne, Tender Offers and the Free Market, in 2
MERGERS & AcQUISITIONS 91 passim (1966) (discussing utility of takeovers).
72 See Piper v. Chris-Craft Indus., 430 U.S. 1, 27-28 (1977). In response to the sugges-
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ity as a policy objective of the Williams Act suggests that antitrust
relief should be used to combat anticompetitive conduct that
might negatively affect investor return.
IV. PREEMPTION AS A GUIDE TO IMMUNITY
In Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Co.,7 3 the Supreme Court held
that federal preemption of a state law would occur only where the
federal and state regulations were inherently inconsistent 4 or
where the state law would frustrate the objectives of Congress in
enacting the federal law. 5 Similarly, courts have been reluctant in
finding that a law or regulatory scheme impliedly preempts federal
laws in a way that immunizes activities from the protection of
those laws. 76 An examination of the relationship of the Williams
tion that the Williams Act unduly favored management, SEC Chairman Cohen stated:
"[T]he principal point is that we are not concerned with assisting or hurting either side
[management or bidders]. We are concerned with the investor who today is just a pawn in a
form of industrial warfare .... This is our concern and our only concern." Id. (emphasis
omitted) (quoting testimony of SEC Chairman Manuel Cohen before Senate Subcommittee
on Securities). The subservience of management-bidder neutrality to shareholder protection
as a policy objective of the Williams Act was illustrated in Chris-Craft, where the Court
commented: "Congress was indeed committed to a policy of neutrality in contests for con-
trol, but its policy of evenhandedness does not go... to the purpose of the legislation ....
Neutrality is ...but one characteristic of legislation directed toward a different pur-
pose-the protection of investors." Id. at 29 (emphasis added); see also Veere Inc. v. Fire-
stone Tire & Rubber Co., 685 F. Supp. 1027, 1030 (N.D. Ohio 1988) (noting shareholder
protection is primary purpose of Williams Act).
7- 435 U.S. 151 (1978).
71 See Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 67 (1941). In order to find preemption, "[tihis
Court, in considering the validity of state laws ... touching the same subject, has made use
of the following expressions: conflicting; contrary to; occupying the field; repugnance; differ-
ence; irreconcilability; inconsistency; violation; curtailment; and interference." Id. (empha-
sis added).
71 See Ray v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 435 U.S. 151, 158 (1978) (quoting Davidowitz, 312
U.S. at 67) (in absence of inconsistency, preemption still mandated if "state 'law stands as
an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of
Congress' ").
7' See Ray, 435 U.S. at 158 (quoting Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373
U.S. 132, 142-43 (1963)) (preemption "will be found 'where compliance with both federal
and state regulations is a physical impossibility' "). Compare Pennsylvania v. Nelson, 350
U.S. 497, 502-06 (1956) (preemption of state law triggered by pervasive federal regulation or
irreconcilable conflict) and Kelly v. Washington, 302 U.S. 1, 4 (1937) ("whenever... conflict
[with federal laws] exists, the state legislation must fall") and Townsend v. Yeomens, 301
U.S. 441, 449 (1936) (conflict with "authority of Congress" triggers implied preemption) and
Pennsylvania R.R. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 250 U.S. 566, 569 (1919) (pervasive federal
scheme compels preemption) with supra notes 10-13 and accompanying text (implied repeal
of antitrust law results from pervasive scheme and plain conflict).
The strong presumption against implied immunity from antitrust law is also applicable
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Act with state antitakeover legislation reveals that it has limited
preemptive ability and can coexist with other legislation." In CTS
v. Dynamics Co., 78 the United States Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of an Indiana antitakeover statute that condi-
tioned the right to vote for certain acquired blocks of shares upon
majority approval of the disinterested shareholders.7 9 The Court in
CTS found that the Williams Act did not preempt Indiana's
antitakeover statute because the statute was compatible with the
Act and did not frustrate the Act's purpose, that is, investor
protection. 0
In Amanda Acquisition Corp. v. Universal Foods Corp.,8 l the
Seventh Circuit reviewed a Wisconsin antitakeover statute8 2 that
effectively enabled the directors, rather than the shareholders, of a
target corporation to delay an undesired merger or business combi-
to the implied preemption of state law. Compare supra notes 10-13 and accompanying text
(noting strong presumption against implied repeal of antitrust law) with Union Brokerage
Co. v. Jensen, 322 U.S. 202, 207-08 (1943) ("where an enterprise touches ... interests be-
tween Nation and State, our task is that of harmonizing these interests without sacrificing
either") and Napier v. Atlantic Coast Line R.R., 272 U.S. 605, 611 (1926) ("intention of
Congress to exclude states from exerting their police power must be clearly manifested").
"' See Rock, supra note 55, at 1396. Professor Rock found that the Williams Act poses
a greater barrier to state legislation than antitrust law because state antitakeover laws "have
a much more substantial effect on the market for control," and thus concluded that anti-
trust law is more amenable to coexistence with the Williams Act. Id. But cf. Cary, Federal-
ism and Corporate Law: Reflections upon Delaware, 83 YALE L.J. 663 passim (1974) (dis-
cussing traditional principles of corporate law-state governance); Note, CTS: Returning
Limited Regulation of State Tender Offers to the State, 19 TEx. TECH. L. REV. 1453, 1453-
54 (1988) (dominant factor against preemption of state antitakeover legislation is tradition
of state governance in corporate law).
78 481 U.S. 69 (1987).
" See id. at 73-74, 94. Indiana's antitakeover statute conditioned the potential ac-
quiror's voting rights upon the approval of the preacquisition shareholders. IND. CODE ANN.
§ 23-1-42 (9)(b) (West 1989). Since the Indiana statute gave the target company's manage-
ment 50 days to consider the acquiror's voting rights, instead of the minimum 20-day hold-
open period required under the Williams Act, the state statute effectively delayed tender
offers by a month, relative to the Williams Act. See CTS v. Dynamics Corp., 794 F.2d 250,
263 (7th Cir. 1986), rev'd, 481 U.S. 69, 94 (1987).
80 See CTS, 481 U.S. at 86-87.
81 877 F.2d 496 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 110 S. Ct. 367 (1989).
82 Wisconsin's statute has been called a "third generation" statute. See Comment, CTS
Corp. and the Internal Affairs Veil of State Takeover Regulations, 60 COLO. L. REv. 189,
190 (1989). The author used the term "first generation" to apply to those state statutes
enacted up until the Supreme Court's decision in Edgar v. Mite, 457 U.S. 624 (1982), and
the corresponding demise of the Illinois antitakeover statute. Comment, supra, at 190. The
"second generation" label was used for those statutes enacted post-Mite, yet pre-CTS. Id.
Since the Wisconsin statute examined in Amanda was enacted post-CTS, it was labeled a
"third generation statute." See id.
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nation for three years.8 3 Despite this severely restrictive effect on
the substantive ability to acquire a Wisconsin corporation by way
of a hostile bid, the Seventh Circuit determined that the Wisconsin
statute was not preempted under the Williams Act.84 Since the
Williams Act does not preempt severe state antitakeover measures
like those of Indiana and Wisconsin, it would appear by analogy
that it also should not preempt antitrust law under the doctrine of
implied immunity.
CONCLUSION
The Sherman Act stands as the cornerstone of American eco-
nomic policy. Implied immunity from the Sherman Act's prohibi-
tions against anticompetitive practices is therefore rarely permit-
ted. By drafting the Williams Act to require certain disclosures in
connection with tender offers, Congress did not intend to immu-
nize the tender offer process from antitrust laws. In addition, Con-
gress's apparent contemplation of collusive bidding arrangements
in the text of the Williams Act does not warrant implied immuni-
zation. Moreover, the SEC's disclosure-oriented powers do not con-
flict with the more substantive competitive policy embodied in the
Sherman Act. Most importantly, however, implied immunity from
the antitrust laws would conflict with the sole purpose of the Wil-
liams Act-investor protection.
The Second Circuit in Finnegan permitted the Williams Act
to shield from the antitrust laws collusive bidding practices that
lowered the price a shareholder would receive in a tender offer. A
more logical and sound approach would have been to recognize
that collusive bidding arrangements should not be impliedly im-
munized from antitrust law. If the Second Circuit had rejected im-
plied immunity in the tender offer context, its decision would have
been consistent with the historically narrow interpretation of the
implied immunity doctrine and maximized investor protection. If
the result that the Second Circuit sought was denial of relief, it
83 See Amanda, 877 F.2d at 504-05. The Amanda court permitted state antitakeover
measures to go further than Indiana in so far as the delay mechanism on ultimate control
was placed in the hands of the directors rather than the shareholders. See id. at 497-98. In
the absence of advance board approval, the bidder had to wait three years after buying the
shares in order to effect a merger. See id. at 498. The practical effect of the Amanda deci-
sion was to tip the scales of neutrality in favor of management in connection with their
ability to prevent hostile takeovers. Id. at 499.
8, See id. at 496.
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should have followed precedent and concluded antitrust law does
not apply to the market for corporate control.
William T. Reid IV
